RT-130 Resources Training Packet

Learning for the Wildland Fire Community – Spring 2020

RT-130 Training Resources

Due to the precautionary measures being taken to help slow the spread of the coronavirus, fire season preparation and training has been adversely effected. In an attempt to provide beneficial and easily accessible training content to fire resources nationwide the Wildland Fire Lessons Learned Center (LCC) has put together this training packet.

In this Packet:
- 2019 Incident Review Summary
- TED-Ed Lessons
- “Scouting and Lookouts” Lesson Packet
- LLC YouTube Channel
- LLC Incident Review Database

From the cover of the 2019 Incident Review Summary.
Learning Packet Content

Incident Review Summaries
Each annual Incident Review Summary is packed with specific fire year insights, links to multiple incident reviews as well as discussion prompts and group exercises.

https://www.wildfirelessons.net/viewdocument/annual-incident-review-summaries

TED-Ed Lessons
These modules consist of a short video and a series of multiple choice and short answer questions. There are eight different modules to choose from.

https://www.wildfirelessons.net/ted-ed

Scouting and Lookouts – A Lesson Packet
This Lesson Packet provides multiple learning platforms to choose from: Two Podcasts, a YouTube Video, FLA links, and a Ted-Ed lesson!


LLC YouTube Channel
Videos continue to serve as a primary vehicle for lessons via the LLC’s YouTube Channel. As more and more incident reviews contain video clips, our channel has become a critical venue for telling our stories and engaging our primary audience. Videos from our channel are consistently used in formal and informal training sessions across the globe. Check it out!

https://www.youtube.com/user/WildlandFireLLC

LLC Incident Review Database
This is a library consisting of thousands of Incident and Accident Reports. You will find reports on well-known incidents like Yarnell, 30 Mile, and South Canyon – as well as lesser known incidents you have likely never heard of. They all serve as great study material and hold many important lessons.

https://www.wildfirelessons.net/irdb